CLIENT NAME
Street Address
City, ST Zip
Phone: xxx.xxx.xxxx ● email@gmail.com
WORK EXPERIENCE:
UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE
Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest
Wenatchee, WA 98801, United States
FORESTRY TECHNICIAN
Supervisor: Name

05/2015 TO 10/2016
$XX per hour
Average hours per week: 40
Federal Grade: GS-05
Telephone: xxx.xxx.xxxx

WENATCHEE VALLEY RAPPLERS:
Completed fire suppression tasks with a helitack and rapple crew. Loaded helicopter personnel and cargo, assessing
methods, weight distribution, necessity for securing, and total weight, while completing manifest of personnel and
equipment transported to fire hazards or other sites. Monitored inventory and inspected helicopter accessories, fire tools,
and equipment, ensuring required tools and equipment available for firefighting activities. Constructed helispots and
extinguished small fires, hot spots, and spot fires by exiting helicopter in remote areas. Certified in using long-line
external loads and operating and maintaining accessory equipment.
Serve as a certified rappeler with comprehensive knowledge of all processes in rappel sequence. Thoroughly inspected
and safety checked all life supporting equipment. Maintained proficiency with rappel sequence and all safety and
emergency procedures. Gathered information on weather data, topography, fuel types, and fire behavior in responding to
wildland fire incidents. Recommended best approaches and practices for protecting deployed personnel and equipment.
Operated and maintained specialized equipment used in wildland and fire situations. Completed emergency equipment
repairs as needed to ensure continued use of equipment for emergencies. Attacked fire using aggressive and tactical
strategies when equipment was unavailable.
- Assisted in wildland fire and safety training techniques, practices, and methods of fire suppression, as well as safe
and efficient operation and use of tools, equipment, and vehicles for fire-line activities.
- Helped with crew member proficiency checks, drills, safety sessions, and fire critiques. Ensured safety of entire
crew during fire activities.
- Served as experienced firefighter on handcrew or other related fire suppression crews, performing fire
suppression or fuels management duties under extremely adverse conditions in climate and terrain with
hazardous fuels.
- Recommended qualified trainees for Red-X and In Progress Inspections (IPI) special control roster inclusion.
- Participated in evaluating training programs and processes.
UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE
Dixie National Forest, Cedar City Ranger District
Cedar City, UT, 84720, United States
FORESTRY TECHNICIAN
Supervisor: Name

10/2013 TO 10/2015
$XX per hour
Average hours per week: 40
Federal Grade: GS-04
Telephone: xxx.xxx.xxxx

CEDAR CITY IHC:
Served as a Sawyer for three seasons on Cedar City Hotshots in cutting fire line with chainsaws, mitigating hazardous
trees, and using proper personal protective equipment during chainsaw operation. Maintained crew chainsaws and
completed technical repairs, Monitored and maintained additional saw parts inventory for squad. Supervised sawyers and
trained them in properly and safely operating chainsaws following USFS policies and guidelines.
Effectively suppressed wildland fires applying various strategies and tactics, including direct, parallel, and indirect hand
line, over slung and under slung hand line, mopping up, cold trailing, controlled fire-line monitoring, and downhill fire
line safety construction by mitigating hazards and using downhill fire-line construction check list. Used portable pumps to
create hose lay to extinguish fire and mop up. Trained and mentored other crew members in effective firefighting
strategies and tactics.
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Served as crew EMT for the three seasons, instructing crew members on proper use of emergency medical equipment,
including low-angle rescues during crew’s 80-hour critical training. Instructed students in hands-on class about small
motors with emphasis on troubleshooting and repair.
Acted as Senior Firefighter directing small squads of firefighters to complete specialized tasks during 2014 fire season.
Directed, constructed, held, and patrolled hand line, evaluating situation to determine rate of spread and workload, while
suppressing spot fires and mitigating hazards, such as complex hazard trees. Promoted and ensured safe working
environment for squad and communicated with LCES. Assisted with check-in and demobilization processes at ICP.
Completed all assigned tasks and prepared activity reports for senior leaders. Observed and communicated fire behavior
and regularly updated weather and other updates to crew and other personnel.
- Maintained peak physical fitness throughout the year and helped organize crew workouts.
- Held Cedar City Hotshot’s “crew hike” record.
- Quickly advanced to Lead Sawyer and Saw Boss, achieving status as FFT1, a firefighter Type 1 squad leader.
UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE
Black Hills National Forest, Mystic Ranger District
Rapid City, SD, 57702, United States
FORESTRY TECHNICIAN
Supervisor: Name

05/2012 TO 09/2012
$XX per hour
Average hours per week: 40
Federal Grade: GS-03
Telephone: xxx.xxx.xxxx

ENGINE 361 (TYPE III):
Conducted daily engine checks and ensured engine in proper working order every day as a critical crew member of a Type
3 engine. Regularly sharpened hand tools, including Pulaski’s, Mclouds, and combi tools, while assisting with daily
weather briefings. Suppressed wildland fire using simple hose lays, complex hose lays, and hand lines. Mopped up fires
by cold trailing edge of the fire line in initial and extended attack. Acted as look out and called in spot weather forecast to
local dispatch. Led efforts to extinguish small fires of less than .10 acre and notified and regularly updated dispatch about
fire.
- Completed two-week fire assignment with local hotshot crew.
- Acquired and mastered essential skills, including effectively operating engine, using simple and complex hose
lays, and calculating friction loss.
SOUTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF WILDFIRE
Bear Mountain
Rapid City, SD, 57702, United States
CREW MEMBER, FIREFIGHTER (TYPE II I A)
Supervisor: Name

09/2012 TO 04/2013
$9.00 per hour
Average hours per week: 40
Federal Grade: n/a
Telephone: xxx.xxx.xxxx

BEAR MOUNTAIN HANDCREW:
Completed multiple tasks as Bear Mountain Handcrew member, including forest thinning projects using chainsaws, hand
pile stacking, wildland fire suppression using hand line, and mop ups. Utilized GPS equipment to identify trees infested
with mountain pine beetle, chopping and cutting the infected trees into two-foot rounds. Participated in prescribed burns
by helping with ignitions and holding.
-

Selected as Lead Sawyer, mentoring new sawyers on cutting safety and instructing the new squad members in
proper cutting techniques, equipment maintenance, and chain sharpening.
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CAMPBELL COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT
106 Rohan Ave.
Gillette, WY, 82713, United States
SEASONAL ENGINE CREW MEMBER
Supervisor: Name

06/2010 TO 09/2011
$16 per hour
Average hours per week: 40
Federal Grade: n/a
Telephone: xxx.xxx.xxxx

GILLETTE WYOMING STATION #1:
Suppressed wildland fires in Campbell County using engines as a seasonal firefighter. Applied simple and complex hose
lays and hand line to extinguish fire’s edge. Helped maintain appearance and cleanliness of fire station, including its
landscaping. Communicated to dispatch fire scene size up and request for additional resources. Responded to and reported
on dangerous weather conditions, such as funnel clouds or tornadoes.
UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE
Black Hills National Forest, Mystic Ranger District
Rapid City, SD, 57702, United States
FORESTRY TECHNICIAN
Supervisor: Name

06/2009 TO 10/2009
$XX per hour
Average hours per week: 40
Federal Grade: GS-03
Telephone: xxx.xxx.xxxx

ENGINE 665 (TYPE VI):
Performed daily engine checks, assisted daily fire weather briefings, and sharpened fire-line hand tool as member of
engine crew. Helped suppress wildland fires with complex and simple hose lays and hand line. Operated engine pumps,
including pumping and drafting water. Constructed hand piles of brush and assisted sawyers with forest thinning projects.
EDUCATION:
Western University
Rapid City, SD, United States
Associate of Applied Science
Date of Completion: 05/2011

Major: Fire Science
Minors: N/A
X.XX / 4.0 GPA
XXX Semester Hours

OTHER:
RELEVANT TRAINING:
- USFS ROP, Wildland Fire Science Classes (360 Hours), 04/2008 & 2009
- I -100 Introduction to ICS I -200 Basic ICS
- IS -700 NIMS an Introduction L-180 Human Factors
- S-110 Basic Fire Orientation S-234 Ignitions Operations
- Basic Firefighting Training
- Advanced Wildland Firefighting S-133 Look Up. Look down look around S-270 Basic Air Operations
- S-271 Helicopter Crewmember
- S-290 Intermediate Wildland Fire Behavior L-280 Followership to Leadership
- S-190 Introduction to Fire Behavior
- S-211 Portable Pumps
- Driving for the Fire Service S-215 Wildland Urban Interface
LICENSES AND CERTIFICATIONS:
- Emergency Medical Technician (Basic), National Registered, 2010
- FFT1
- IC5(t)
- HECM
- FAL2
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY:
Seasoned Firefighter and EMT with solid experience suppressing wildfires for federal and state agencies. Demonstrated
ability to conduct backfire operations, evaluate and forecast fire behavior, prepare helispots, operate hoses and pumps,
fell trees, and maintain engines. Skilled at establishing water supplies, connecting hoses, and directing water onto fires
while constructing fire line to prevent spread of fire. Adept at operating and maintaining equipment used for fire
suppression. Able to effectively communicate with associates, dispatchers, and others to ensure safety. Background in
performing forest maintenance and improvements, including cutting brush, building trails, marking and cutting timber,
and fuel breaks. Completed field assignments in Washington, Utah, South Dakota, and Wyoming.
SKILLS:
Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, Outlook), Small Engine Mechanic, Metal Fabrication.
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